Analysis of Final Flight Times, Distances, and Altitudes of Clipped Parallelogram,
Clipped Delta, and Elliptical Fins on Structurally Sound Fuselages
Introduction
Evolved from short range solid-propellent arrows by the
Chinese, rockets have been used for multiple purposes,
especially during the intense space exploration and arms
race that began during the Cold War. The purpose of rocket
fins is to stabilize the rocket in its flight, and increase its lift
while counterbalancing its own weight.
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Procedure
I. Obtain the materials required: Design the rocket fins. These include clipped parallelogram fins,
clipped delta fins, and elliptical fins. Next, obtain the fuselages, noses, and B6-4 engines, and
obtain the testing materials. These include a launching pad and its components, a camera,
measuring tape, a stopwatch, and an altitude finder. (see image 1, 2, 3, and 4)
II. Build the rockets: Make the necessary adjustments, then 3D print the fins and noses, and then
attach them to the according fuselage. Attach the “emergency rope” inside each rocket body to
secure noses, then insert B6-4 engines, and secure them with rocket plugs on each end. (see
image 5 and 6)
III. Test the rockets: Complete the launch preparations. Proceed to launch the rockets, then
compile the results, and determine which rocket fin design outperformed the others. (see
Image 7
image 7 and 8)
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“History of Spaceflight”

Image 6

Based on research and the aerodynamic properties of
elliptical fins, we understand that the elliptical fin will
theoretically perform the best. However, other fins, such as
the clipped delta fin and the clipped parallelogram fin, may
be able to perform better in terms of final height, final
distance, and final flight time. This is due to their
aerodynamic structure and properties that can decrease
drag, stabilize the rocket and increase lift.
Thus, the question remains: Which type of rocket fin
increases a rocket’s final height, final distance, and final
flight time the greatest?

Hypothesis
If conditions are favorable, then a clipped
parallelogram fin will increase the distance,
height, and time of the rocket the greatest
because the shape of the clipped
parallelogram fin will produce the least
amount of drag. This is due to the shape of the
fin allowing less lift near the top, decreasing
the amount of pressure compared to the top
of the fin because of the filleted edges.
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Conclusion

Variables
Independent Variable (IV): Type of Rocket Fin
Dependent Variable (DV): The final height, final distance, and
final flight time of each rocket.
Control variables: The engine, the type of fuselage, the
noses, the recovery wadding, and the launchpad
components.
Groups
Experimental group: The clipped delta fin rocket and the
clipped parallelogram fin rocket.
Control group: The elliptical fin rocket.
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On The left is the clipped parallelogram fin
rocket. On the right is the clipped delta fin
rocket. The elliptical fin rocket isn’t shown
because it was lost during launch. The
distance recorded for the elliptical fin rocket
was estimated based on patterns and where it
most likely went.
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The clipped parallelogram fin rocket had the longest
flight time, whereas the clipped delta fin rocket had
the longest distance and highest altitude. The
elliptical fin rocket had a very continuous but
unstable flight, causing it to perform the worst.
After much insight, it could be concluded that the
clipped parallelogram fin performed better than the
clipped delta fin due to a wind speed difference.
The hypothesis for this experiment was that the
clipped parallelogram fin would perform the best,
under favorable conditions, in final height, final
distance, and final flight time. This hypothesis was
supported as it was concluded that the clipped
parallelogram fin performed the best overall.
The main idea of this experiment is that the clipped
parallelogram fin would generally be the best fin to
utilize for model rockets.
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Results

Discussion / Applications

The Clipped Parallelogram Fin Rocket had the longest flight time of 12.5 seconds under 19 mph wind speeds while the Clipped
Delta Fin Rocket had the highest altitude of 143.5 meters and the greatest distance of 118.4. under 8 mph wind speeds.

Determining the most efficient type of fin will
allow for aircraft to increase their lift with less drag
and less fuel consumption, permitting rockets to
travel greater distances and altitudes. These
findings can help model rocket enthusiasts and
even scientists determine which fin to use when
testing their respective rockets. Further research
may include the best material for rocket fins, and
researching optimal weather conditions as well as
better airfoil designs.
Redesigned fins or variations can provide
entertainment for spectators in multiple forms,
such as cameras or firecrackers on rockets.
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Note: More Information can be found in Lab Report

Elliptical Fin Rocket:
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